The energy supply
of the future. Today.

sonnenBatterie · sonnenCommunity · sonnenProtect

Our goal is clean and
affordable energy for
everyone.
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We are shaping the future of energy which is clean,

With the sonnenBatterie, we laid the foundation: it is the

Best of all, the sonnenBatterie paves the way to a cleaner

With innovative sonnen accessories, your clean energy is

distributed, networked and affordable.

perfect all-rounder for all your energy needs – whether

energy future thanks to the sonnenCommunity, sonnen’s

even more versatile.

that’s maximising the benefits of your solar panels,

energy community of likeminded sonnen product owners

emergency backup power or turning any home into a

who all share a single goal – clean and affordable energy

smart home. For more information, please go to page 6.

for everyone. Find out more on page 12.
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Invented over ten years ago,
now proven worldwide.
Our success story started in 2010 as a German start-up
with a vision of making clean and affordable energy
accessible to everyone. Since then, we have been putting
our heart and soul into giving customers worldwide the
opportunity to take their energy future into their own
hands. Alongside Great Britain and Germany, we operate
across three continents with production sites in
Germany, the United States, an Australia.
As market leading manufacturers of intelligent energy
storage and operators of an independent and sustainable
energy community, we proudly supply over 200,000
people with clean and affordable energy and have over
60,000 systems installed globally.

Smart and innovative
This is where we operate.

• First lithium ion turnkey storage solution –
	 sonnenBatterie

• First blockchain project for grid operators as well
as first virtual power plant consisting of distributed
storage systems – sonnenVPP

• First electricity sharing platform – sonnenCommunity
is one of the fastest growing technology companies
in Germany

• First manufacturer to ban the use of cobalt –
cobalt free initiative

Offices and manufacturing sites: Global HQ – Wildpoldsried, DE • US HQ – Atlanta, GA • AU HQ – Adelaide, AU
Offices: Berlin, DE • Bergamo, IT • Loughborough, UK • Sydney, AU
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2017 WINNER
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sonnenBatterie

Start your energy
independence today.

The sonnenBatterie is
more than just storage.

Clean energy need not be expensive: with a photovoltaic

As an intelligent storage system, the sonnenBatterie ensures you use as

system, you can now generate electricity at a cost signifi-

much of your own solar energy as possible. By analysing your consumption

cantly below the usual electricity rates. To ensure that your

behaviour and the weather forecast, the sonnenBatterie can guarantee

solar power is not only available during the day, but also at

you benefit from as much self-generated electricity as possible.

night, we developed the sonnenBatterie.
With our high-tech solution, which has been tried and
tested thousands of times, you store electricity from your
photovoltaic system and use it whenever you need it.
With a sonnenBatterie you will cover around 80 % of your
annual electricity consumption with self-generated energy.
Thus, you hardly need electricity from traditional energy
companies and are independent of rising prices.

Consumption from stored energy
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Consumption from PV energy

PV production

Morning:
minimal solar generation,
high demand.

Midday:
maximum solar generation,
low demand.

Evening:
minimal solar generation,
highest demand.

When the sun rises, the photovoltaic

The photovoltaic system produces

The electricity consumption reaches

system starts to produce electricity.

most of the solar power during the

its peak in the evening, whereas the

However, it still cannot cover your

day. However, in most cases either

photovoltaic system is no longer

electricity needs in the morning.

no one is home or your consumption

producing any electricity.

The sonnenBatterie bridges the gap

is minimal. The surplus energy

The sonnenBatterie now supplies

with the energy stored from the

being generated is stored in your

the household with the electricity

previous day.

sonnenBatterie.

stored from midday.
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David and Tussie – sonnenCommunity

Reasons to choose a
sonnenBatterie.

“With the way that
energy prices are
likely to go, we feel
that we have gone a
long way to protect
our future finances as
well as protecting the
environment.”

sonnenBatterie 10 is the latest product generation from sonnen.
It’s the elite product for all your energy needs – whether that’s
maximizing the benefits of your solar panels, emergency backup
power or turning your home into a smart home.

Advantages at a glance:

•

Top quality made in Germany

Proven quality with over 60,000 storage systems
installed.

•

Proven technology with over 60,000 installed

Get excited about our premium quality “Made in

phosphate batteries. In doing so, we deliberately avoid using

systems worldwide

Germany”. Winning multiple awards, you can be

the conflict resource cobalt. And best of all? Thanks to

confident in our design and reliability of the new

the longevity of our cells, we offer a full 10-year or 10,000

sonnenBatterie.

cycle warranty!

Flexible and powerful – the premium energy
storage for you.

sonnenBatterie‘s energy manager with real-time
monitoring and accessories.

Match the size of the sonnenBatterie to your household

The sonnenBatteries energy manager ensures that you can

needs. This not only helps you optimise the benefits of

use as much of your self-generated energy as possible.

your solar panel system, it also allows you to power your

Your battery is automatically and intelligently charged and

Electric Vehicle and heating with our own self-produced

discharged – leaving you with an effortless and seamless

electricity.

experience.

•

All-in-one solution

•

Emergency back up

•

Smart-home ready

•

sonnenVPP ready

•

Safe and long-lasting

•

Full 10-year / 10,000 cycle warranty
to safeguard your investment

•

Best service for maximum customer satisfaction

Safest and most durable technology for your home.
We only use reliable, durable, and safe lithium iron

Whether at home or on the go, the customer portal
gives you real-time consumption and generation data.
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sonnenCommunity

Independent together –
welcome to
the sonnenCommunity.
What connects us? The sun. And one goal: clean and
affordable energy for everyone. Together we will create
the future of energy, a future that is based on affordability,

Today, the sonnenCommunity consists of nearly
a quarter of a million like-minded people who
are contributing towards a healthier planet in
their own homes and beyond.

sustainability and its combined strength.
Every day, people all over the world are deciding on a future
with renewable energy. In the sonnenCommunity, people
are collaborating to design a new energy system – from
Greenland to New Zealand. Together with sonnen, the
sonnenCommunity is taking the energy revolution into our
hands and acting responsibly and respectfully in harmony
with the environment.
The core of a functioning community is characterised
by give and take. That is why all sonnen customers make
up the sonnenCommunity. Instead of obtaining their
electricity from large power plants, they use the energy
they individually, or the community produces. With sonnen’s
innovative products, members can store electricity, use it
intelligently, share it with each other and join together to
form a virtual power plant.
For the first time, people are moving to the centre of
the energy system and have formed a community of
like-minded people – the sonnenCommunity.

sonnenCommunity – we are making clean energy 
possible for everyone, day and night.
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sonnenProtect

Keep your lights on during
power outages.
Safeguard yourself against power outages with the
sonnenProtect 4000 – never be left in the dark again.

Say goodbye
ges
to power outa
ck
with our ba up
solution!

sonnenProtect 4000 – the emergency backup solution from sonnen.

Don’t fret about power
outages with the backup
solution from sonnen.
Energy storage is not just about time of use optimisation

•

Emergency backup solution

or load shifting in order to maximise the use of the

•

Keep your lights on during a power outage

•

Up to 4.6 kW of power to protect

electricity that is generated by a solar panel system.
It is also about keeping the lights on when the grid fails.

to keep your house running

sonnenProtect 4000 provides emergency power
to protect the home in the case of a power outage.
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•

Automatic detection and swtich to backup mode

•

Switchover time approximately within 5 seconds
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Start your own
energy revolution
by contacting us.
With sonnenBatterie 10 you are bringing the future
of energy supply home. Start your energy independence now and join the global sonnenCommunity.
If you have any questions please give us a call and
our team will be more than happy to help.
We look forward to hearing from you.

Hotline

+44 330 1114559
Mo–Fr

8:00 am – 6:00 pm

Sat

9:00 am – 4:00 pm

sonnen GmbH
Charnwood Building · Holywell Park
Loughborough University
Leicestershire LE11 3AQ
sonnenbatterie.co.uk

We reserve the right to update or modify any information. All values, information, images and illustrations in this data sheet, brochures and all other publications
are exemplary and are subject to on-going changes and updates. Unless expressly designated as binding all this information is provided with no assurances.
Only the specifications in the binding order acceptance or the purchase contract are valid.

